
New MMA Betting Guide Launches As Resource
For MMA UFC Fans
Professional MMA Fighter Gives Insight Into MMA / UFC Fights Through New Online MMA Betting
Guide

NEW YORK CITY, UNITED STATES, March 6, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- With the sudden growth in
popularity of the sport of mixed martial arts and the new incentives for fans to place wagers on mixed
martial arts matches, a resource guide has been created to provide clarity specifically for the common
MMA fan. As online gambling has earned its place among legitimate entertainment enterprises,
average MMA fans have proven to still be vastly unaware of the laws and regulations that surround
this sometimes complicated industry. The guide was created as a resource of information for
individuals interested in legally and safely engaging in MMA betting online. 

MMABettingOnline.com serves as an insightful collection of the pertinent information regarding the
legality of placing sports bets with legally licensed and properly regulated MMA betting sites. It
provides examples of websites that function within legal jurisdictions and have large untethered
access to the American market where they have developed reputations among popular customer
reviews on third party websites. The guide further provides details on the sport of mixed martial arts
and the fighters that compete within as well as guides for a further understanding of the nuances and
terms involved in this particular form of competition. It delivers detailed fight predictions on all
upcoming events and guides to understanding how to make your own fight calculations from the
expert opinion of a professional fighter who manages the site. 

When asked about the inspiration to create a guide like this, Joe Miller, the professional fighter who
manages MMABettingOnline.com, spoke about his love for making fight predictions and the
ramifications that some of his friends have felt in the older, shadier, world of online gambling. “We
used to make bets on fights for fun at the gym whenever a big event was coming up and some of the
guys had more money to spend than the rest of us so they would go online to find places to make
their bigger bets.” Miller continued, “one of the guys at the gym placed a bet with a site that’s no
longer operating and won big on one of his bets, big-big, like thousands of dollars big.” Joe went on to
explain that the site his friend was using wasn’t legally operated and refused to payout the big
winnings to his friend. “As fighters, we value the idea of face to face confrontation and we take our
losses fairly, standing up on our feet with our faces under the lights. When you get taken advantage of
online, the anonymity of it feels like a direct slap in the face. You don’t even know who to complain to.” 

This MMA betting guide provides information on the legal status of placing bets online, and where
fans can go to participate in legally sanctioned, secure and high quality wagering.  Being highly
selective about where you place your bets can mean the difference between winning big and being
fraudulently taken advantage of.  The guide also provides information about prominent fighters, world
class fights and events and predictions on the upcoming matches. You will also find the current MMA
betting odds for all of the upcoming major fights.
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